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We have measured the magnetic field and temperature dependence of the nonlinear dc susceptibility,
xnl , of the frustrated pyrochlore antiferromagnet Y2Mo2O7 close to and above the temperature,
Tg;22 K, where this material exhibits irreversible~spin-glass like! magnetic behavior. Our results
suggest that the observed irreversible magnetic properties in this material are due to a
thermodynamic spin-glass transition signaled by a divergence of the nonlinear magnetic
susceptibility coefficientx3;~T/Tg21!2g at Tg with g53.360.5. xnl shows two power-law
behavior atTg , xnl;H2/d, with d;2.8 forH,1000 Oe andd;4.1 forH.2000 Oe. These values for
g and d, as well as the crossover behavior ofxnl at Tg , is consistent what is found in common
disordered Heisenberg spin glass materials. ©1996 American Institute of Physics.
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The study of magnetic materials with competing, orfrus-
trated, antiferromagnetic interactions, inhibiting the forma
tion of a collinear magnetically ordered state, goes ba
more than forty years.1,2 However, the past five years hav
seen considerable increase in the number of systematic
perimental, theoretical, and numerical investigations of the
systems.2,3 For example, it has been suggested that the ph
transition into a noncollinear spin structure may belong to
‘‘new’’ chiral universality class different from the universal
ity classes appropriate to collinear magnets.4 Also, the pro-
posal that large levels of frustration can generate quant
zero-point spin fluctuations sufficient to destroy Ne´el order
at zero temperature even for two and three-dimensional s
tems, and lead to novel types of magnetic ground states,
attracted much attention.2,3

Several families of insulating antiferromagnetic mater
als with extreme frustration level have been identified.3 Ex-
amples include the kagome´ and pyrochlore systems. In the
kagomé SrCrxGa122xO19 ~Ref. 5! and KM3~OH!6~SO4!2
~Ref. 6! ~M5Cr or Fe! materials, the moment carrying cat
ions ~Cr, Fe! reside on stacked, two-dimensional lattices
corner sharing triangles.5,6 In the A2B2O7 pyrochlores~A
5Y,Tb; B5Mn,Mo!, the A31 and B41 cations, which can be
either magnetic or nonmagnetic, sit on two distinct, interpe
etrating lattices of corner-sharing tetrahedra.7–10

In both the classical kagome´ and pyrochlore Heisenberg
antiferromagnets, the elementary triangular or tetrahed
plaquettes are highly frustrated, and the classical grou
state of the system is determined by the quite unrestrict
conditionSiPDSi ,D50 oneachindividual plaquetteD, where
Si ,D is a classical spin on lattice sitei of plaquetteD. The
number of states which satisfy this local condition increas
exponentially with system size, leading to a finite groun
state entropy per spin, and acollectiveparamagnetic ground
state.7 In real systems, however, perturbations such as latt
distortions, crystal-field effects, further nearest-neighbor e
change or dipolar coupling can lead to the selection of
6170 J. Appl. Phys. 79 (8), 15 April 1996 0021-8979/96
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classical Ne´el ordered ground state.7,8A mechanism of order-
by-disorder via thermal or quantum fluctuations may also
at play, and lead to long-range order.8 One may therefore
expect two generic scenarios for real kagome´ and pyrochlore
antiferromagnets. They could display long-range Ne´el order,
possibly with a sizeable quantum reduction of the stagge
moment due to the ‘‘fragility’’ of the classical order brough
about solely by perturbative effects.8,11 Alternatively, quan-
tum fluctuations may be sufficiently large to destabilize th
otherwise classical ground state, and drive the system to
unconventional quantum ground state.2,11 It is therefore in-
teresting that a large number of kagome´3,5,6 and
pyrochlore9,10 antiferromagnets fail to display long-range, o
even extended short-range, Ne´el order. Instead, they exhibit
magnetic irreversibilities, i.e., spin-glass like behavior, belo
a glass temperature,Tg .

9,10This is surprising as a large num
ber of these systems can be prepared with a very high deg
of chemical and structural purity.9,10The mechanism respon-
sible for this spin-glass behavior is not understood, and
currently the subject of an intense debate.12 However, irre-
spective of the origin of the glassiness, one would still like
know: ‘‘DoesTg correspond to a true thermodynamic phas
transition or, alternatively, is it a dynamical freezing trans
tion?’’

Y2Mo2O7 is a narrow band gap semiconductor where th
Mo41 ions are magnetic, with an antiferromagnetic neare
neighbor Mo-Mo superexchange, while Y31 is diamagnetic.
The 270 mg powder sample of Y2Mo2O7 was prepared as
described in Ref. 9. Neutron and x-ray powder diffractio
studies show that there is no measurable amount of oxyg
vacancies or intermixing between the Y31 and the Mo41

sublattices.9 Any random disorder in that material is there
fore below the 1% detectability level. The magnetization w
measured using a SQUID magnetometer. The bulk magn
zation of Y2Mo2O7 becomes hysteretic belowTg'22 K: the
field-cooled ~FC! and zero field-cooled~ZFC! magnetiza-
tions measured in fields of 100 Oe show a sha
/79(8)/6170/3/$10.00 © 1996 American Institute of Physics
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breakaway below 22 K.9 This is a characteristic signature o
the freezing transition observed in conventional chemica
disordered spin glass materials.13

To assess whether or not a true thermodynamic s
glass phase transition occurs in Y2Mo2O7, we have measured
the nonlinear susceptibility coefficientx3(T), which is ex-
pected to show a power-law critical divergence close toTg of
the typex3;(T2Tg)

2g ~g.0!. 13 x3 is extracted from the
temperature,T, and field,H, dependence of the magnetiz
tion, M (T,H),

M ~T,H !5x1~T!H2x3~T!H31x5~T!H52..., ~1!

wherex1(T) is the linear susceptibility. Hence, the tempe
ture dependence ofx3(T) allows a determination ofTg and
g.13 In fact, all the nonlinear termsx2n11 with n>1 must
diverge atTg , since bothM (T,H) andH are finite quanti-
ties. It is therefore convenient to define a ‘‘full’’ nonlinea
susceptibility,xnl , as

xnl~T,H ![12
M ~T,H !

x1H
. ~2!

Right atTg , xnl has a power law dependence onH:

xnl~Tg ,H !;H2/d, ~3!

whered is a second critical exponent characterizing the sp
glass transition.13

The magnetization data were collected using the SQU
magnetometer under field-cooling conditions; the fieldH, in
the range 100–7000 Oe was switched on at high tempera
~70 K;3Tg!, and kept constant during subsequent slow co
ing at a rate 5 mK/s down to the temperature of intere
Because of the irreversible and time-dependent nature o
system’s response belowTg only results in temperature rang
Tg,T,3Tg are included. Our results on the low
temperature dynamical relaxation of the magnetization
Y2Mo2O7 will be reported elsewhere.14 Three consecutive
cooling runs for fixed field were performed, with the magn
tization data averaged over the three runs.

Figure 1~a! shows the field cooled susceptibilit
x(T,H)[M (T,H)/H for six different cooling fields. Prior to
doing any analysis, we dealt with the fact that the inter
tions do not perfectly average to zero, as evidenced by
fact thatx1(T) does not have a simplex1;1/T Curie law.
The leadingcorrections to scaling coming from this nonze
averaging of the interactions can be eliminated by fitt
x(T,H) in powers ofa2n11(T)x1[x1H]

2n for n>0, instead
of simply x2n11H

2n, and considering the critical behavior o
a2n11(T) instead ofx2n11(T).

13 For each temperature th
field dependence ofx at small field was fitted with
x5x12x3H

2, giving a35x3/x1
3, and varying the upper limit

of the field range to determine the limit of validity of th
restricted fit beyond which higherx2n11 ~n.1! corrections
become significant. The quality of our magnetization d
did not allow us to determine thea55x5/x1

5 coefficient with
precision better than 50%–100%, and thesea5 data are not
included here. We show in Fig. 1~b! the full nonlinear sus-
ceptibility, xnl(T,H), as defined in Eq.~2!, with x1 extracted
from the fit x(T,H)5x12x3H

2, as a function ofH2 for a
few temperatures aboveTg . These results emphasize th
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 79, No. 8, 15 April 1996
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large increase of the nonlinear susceptibility upon approac
ing Tg in this material. We also notice that thexnl is only
linear inH2 up to a maximum fieldH1(T) whose value is
rapidly moving toH1(T)50 upon approachingTg. This is
due to the turning on of thex2n11 ~n.1! corrections which
diverge atTg as (T2Tg)

(b2n[g1b]) .13

Figure 2~a! shows a log-log plot ofa3 versusT/Tg21
with Tg521.8 K. There are two sets of data shown on thi
figure, the squares and the triangles. The two data sets w
obtained with the same Y2Mo2O7 sample, but from two sepa-
rate set of experiments separated by four months. The exc
lent agreement in the absolute value ofa3 between the two
sets of experiments~i.e., no vertical or horizontal shifting of
one set with respect to the other was done! gives us an esti-
mate of the precision of our measurements. A power-law
to the data with square symbols resulted in a fit with min
mum x2 value forTg521.9 K, yielding a critical exponent
g53.360.5. A fit for the triangles give a best fit forTg521.7
K with a critical exponent of alsog53.360.5. The power-
law divergence ofa3 saturates fort,0.07 (t[T/Tg21). A
reason for this levelling off ofa3 for t,0.07 is that the range
of dominance of the termx3(T)H

2 to xnl falls below the
smallest field,Hmin ~H;100 Oe!, for which reliable data are
available to us. The increasingly important diverging highe
order terms of alternating signs~x5, x7, etc! contributing to
xnl then causea3 to be underestimated whenH1(T) be-
comes less or equal to'Hmin . Another possible effect may
be the slow but finite cooling rate inhibits the attainment o

FIG. 1. Panel~a!: Raw data, susceptibilityM /H vs T for six different
cooling fields. Panel~b!: net nonlinear susceptibility,xnl512M /x1H vsH2

for the six temperatures indicated.
6171Gingras et al.
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the correct equilibrium value ofxnl and this effect is com-
pounded with the previous one, saturatinga3 for t,0.07.
Figure 2~b! shows a log-log plot ofxnl versusH at Tg521.8
K for fieldsH5100–7000 Oe. At criticality, one expects tha
xnl will be given by Eq.~3!, with a single value ofd for fields
H!J, whereJ is the rms value of the superexchange inte
actions. Clearly, we observe two trends in Fig. 3~b!, one for
small fields and one for large fields, with a crossover fie
between the two regimes of the order ofHco'1500 Oe. The
value ofd is found to be 2.860.5 for H,1000 Oe~dashed
line! and 4.160.1 for H.2000 Oe~solid line!. Such field
induced crossover, with similar values ofd~H,Hco! and
d~H.Hco! has also been seen in conventional disorder
spin glasses.13

It is interesting to compare our results for the Y2Mo2O7
pyrochlore with those of the SrCr8Ga4O19 kagomésystem
~SCGO!,15,16 and for the site-ordered gadolinium gallium
garnet magnet Gd3Ga5O12 ~GGG!.17 Ramirezet al.15 found a

FIG. 2. Panel~a!: log-log plot showing the temperature dependence
a3(T). The square and triangular symbols correspond to two set of indep
dently analyzed experiments. The dashed line shows the power law fit to
square symbols with the averageTg521.8 K. Panel~b!: log-log plot of the
net nonlinear susceptibility,xnl , vs applied fieldH atT521.8 K. The dashed
and solid lines correspond to power-law fits for fieldsH,1000 Oe and
H.2000 Oe, respectively~see discussion in text!.
6172 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 79, No. 8, 15 April 1996
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power-law divergence ofx3 in SCGO with g'2.4, while
Martinezet al.16 recently published results where they argu
that the freezing atTf'3.5 K in SCGO isnotassociated with
a divergence ofx3 ~x3 was found to increase by a factor 5 or
so in Ref. 16!, and that this material does not exhibit con
ventional spin glass behavior. Schifferet al.17 found a large
increase ofx3 in GGG ~6 orders of magnitude between 0.2
and 5 K!, which they ascribe to a spin glass transition. How
ever, the temperature dependence ofx3 in GGG is qualita-
tively different than what is found in conventional spin
glasses sincex3 has two maxima in GGG, while it is a mono-
tonic function of the temperature in conventional spin
glasses. Hence, from the point of view of nonlinear susce
tibility measurements, it appears that the spin glass behav
observed in Y2Mo2O7 resembles much more what is found in
conventional spin glasses than what has been found in oth
topologically frustrated antiferromagnets, such as SCGO a
GGG.
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